The growth of Indian manufacturing sector depends largely on its productivity & quality. Productivity depends upon many factors, one of the major factors being manufacturing efficiency with which the operation /activities are carried out in the organization. Productivity can be improved by reducing the total machining time, combining the operations etc. In case of mass production where variety of jobs is less and quantity to be produced is huge, it is very essential to produce the job at a faster rate. This is not possible if we carry out the production by using general purpose machines. The best way to improve the production rate (productivity) alongwith quality is by use of special purpose machine. Usefulness and performance of the existing radial drilling machine will be increased by designing and development of twin spindle drilling head attachment.
INTRODUCTION
Twin-spindle drilling machines are used for mass production, a great time saver where many pieces of jobs having two holes are to be drilled. Twin-spindle head machines are used in mechanical industry in order to increase the productivity of machining systems. The twin spindle drilling machines is a production type of machine. It is used to drill two holes in a work piece simultaneously, in one setting. The holes are drilled on number of work pieces with the same accuracy, so as to make them interchangeable. This machine has two spindles driven by a single motor and all the spindles are fed in to the work piece simultaneously. Feeding motions are obtained either by raising the work table or by lowering the drills head. In mass production work drill jigs are used for guiding the drills in the work piece so as to achieve accurate results.
Drilling depth cannot be estimated properly, job may spoil due to human errors, and different size holes cannot be drilled without changing the drill bit. Consumes lot of time for doing repeated multiple jobs, these all are the drawbacks. To overcome all these problems, this automated drilling machine is designed which is aimed to drill the holes automatically over a job according to the drilling depth. The main concept of this machine is to drill the holes over particular jobs repeatedly at different depths, sequence is maintained.
 Method Of Multispidle Fixed Multispindle drilling head
Where cannot change the centre distance to some range. Is planetary gear train, compound gear train. Features of both the type multispindle drilling head are a. By using these twinspindle drilling heads, increase the productivity is substantial. b. Time for one hole drilling is the time for multiple no. of holes drilling.
Conventional drilling machine carries out operations as listed below, 1. Drilling 2. Reaming 3. Tapping 4. Countersinking 5. Spot facing , etc.
II. PRINCIPLE OF MULTIPLE SPINDLE DRILLING
 As the name indicates twin spindle drilling machines have two spindles driven by a single power head, and these two spindles holding the drill bits are fed into the work piece simultaneously.
 The spindles are so constructed that their centre distance can be adjusted in any position within the drill head depending on the job requirement. For this purpose, the drill spindles are connected to the main drive by means of universal joints.  There are two planet gears and one sun gear arrangement for transmitting the power from main spindle to planet shaft. 
III. DESIGN PROCEDURE
In our attempt to design a special purpose machine we have adopted a very a very careful approach, the total design work has been divided into two parts mainly;  System design  Mechanical design System design mainly concerns with the various physical constraints and ergonomics, space requirements, arrangement of various components on the main frame of machine no of controls position of these controls ease of maintenance scope of further improvement; height of m/c from ground etc. In Mechanical design the components are categoriesed in two parts.
 Design parts  Parts to be purchased. For design parts detail design is done and dimensions thus obtained are compared to next highest dimension which are readily available in market this simplifies the assembly as well as post production servicing work. The various tolerances on work pieces are specified in the manufacturing drawings. The process charts are prepared & passed on to the manufacturing stage .The parts are to be purchased directly are specified &selected from standard catalogues. In system design we mainly concentrate on the following parameter such as System selection based on physical constraints, Arrangement of various components, Components of system, Chances of failure, Servicing facility, Height of m/c from ground, Weight of machine. As ; fs act < fs all , the screw threads are safe in shear.
3.3DESIGN OF NUT
In design of nut the major dimension is the height or length of the nut. It is decided by considering the bearing criterion. Nut is also required to be safe under shearing . The failure of nut in shearing takes place at its core diameter and the area of core diameter of screw resisting shear is less than the area at the core diameter of nut.
Secondly the materials for nut & screw are different to avoid greater friction at contacts. 
V. CONSTRUCTION
The twin-spindle drilling attachment is mounted on the drilling machine spindle sleeve, for extra stability an support sleeve may be mounted. The cutting tools as per the job requirements are mounted in the respective three drill chucks of the drilling attachment. 
VI. WORKING
When machine is started the drilling machine spindle sleeve drives the arbor and thereby the planet gear system and the drill chucks and respective cutting tools, when the drilling machine spindle is fed in the downward direction the cutting action takes place. For enhancement and fast production an indexable drill jig can be mounted on the drill machine table.
The mechanical transmission section is controlled with stepper motor, based on the drilling depth; the switch restricts the movements of drill motor through stepper motor. Entire process falls under the subject of Mechanics, & various fields of technologies must be included to full-fill the target. The integration of electronic engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, & control technology is forming a crucial part in this design. Especially the control circuit designed with microcontroller plays dominant roll in this project work. The method of converting rotary to linear motion is implemented in the mechanism. The power screw is designed which operates a stepper motor according to the switch.
VII. ASSEMBLY
Drilling is nothing but the use of a rotating multi-point drill to cut a round hole into a work piece. In a lot of manufacturing processes, one of the most indispensable machining tools is the multiple spindle drilling machine. The drilling machine is commonly called a drill press and is responsible for drilling various sizes of holes in any surface area and to precise depths. Aside from the fact the drilling machine is used primarily in drilling holes, there are a few other functions that the multiple spindle drilling machine is capable of performing. These functions include tapping, spot facing, reaming, countersinking, and counter boring to name a few. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
 With the help of this machine we can drill two holes at a time.  Desired depth of the hole can be obtained  The size of machine is smaller than the older machine so it is very simple to move from one place to another. So this machine can be easily transported. The overall space required is also minimum.  The efficiency of this machine is better than the older machine.  Large saving in power have been achieved.
